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Assuming a horizontal symmetry SU F (n), we demonstrate a possibility that the left-handed 
neutrinos receive masses of order 1 eV, which is consistent with recent experiments on 
neutrino oscillations. The smallness of the neutrino masses is an indication of a large 
breaking of the horizontal symmetry. 

A striking and puzzling phenomenon 1s 
that neutrinos appear nearly massless in 
contrast to all other leptons and quarks. 
The left-handed neutrinos may combine 
with their chiral partners (if they exist) 
to form Dirac fermions with masses com
parable to the usual lepton and quark 
masses. It has been pointed outu by the 
present author and independently by 
Gell-Mann, Ramond and Slansky that this 
can be avoided if the right-handed neu
trinos receive superheavy Maiorana masses. 
This situation can happenu-s) in some 
models with continuous horizontal sym
metries4) ·5) or grand unified SO (10) 
models. 6 ) 

In the SO (10) models, the large Maio
rana masses M of right-handed neutrinos 
can be generated by a 126-plet of Higgs 
scalar. The value of M would be natural
ly of order of grand unification mass, 1015 

Ge V,*) which leads to undetectably small 
masses of left-handed neutrinos, ....._,10- 6eV. 
The smallness of neutrino masses 1s a 
consequence of the strong breaking of 
S0(10). 

On the other hand, in the models with 

*) If we introduce a 16-plet of Higgs scalar 
instead of a Higgs 126, the right-handed 
neutrinos can remain massless at the tree level. 
As pointed out by Witten,') two loop diagrams 
produce Majorana masses of the right-handed 
neutrinos, which may be much less than 10" Ge V. 

horizontal symmetries, the large Maiorana 
masses are related2l to a breaking of the 
horizontal symmetries. The main point of 
this paper is to show a possibility that 
the left-handed neutrinos have masses of 
order 1 e V, which may be consistent with 
recent experiments8) on neutrino oscilla
tions. 

In order to illustrate this point we take 
an SUF(n) xSU(2) X U(1) model, where 
the subgroup SUF(n) represents a hori
zontal symmetry and n, ::2:3, is the num
ber of generations. The weak SU (2)
doublet and -singlet fermions are assigned 
to n-plets of SUF(n). It should be noted 
that the right-handed neutrinos 
quired2) in order to remove 
anomalies in the lepton sector. 

are re
triangle 

Now, we introduce two kinds of Higgs 
scalars X= (n(n+1)/2, 1) and ¢= (n2 -1, 
2), where the values in each parenthesis 
are the representation dimensions of 
SUF(n) xSU(2). The scalar X responsible 
for a breaking of the horizontal SUF(n) 
has a Yukawa coupling with the right
handed neutrinos and their charge-conju
gated fields. The Higgs ¢ breaks the 
electroweak SU(2) X U(1) down to the 
electromagnetic U(1) and also give Dirac 
masses to the fermions. 

Then, mass term of neutrinos is obtain-
ed as 
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where m=GAa(qP) and M=G'(X) are 

nXn matrices and vL.R= (ve, v,, ···vn)L,R· 

As pointed out in the previous paper," 

we have the following relations on the 

Dirac mass matrices: 

Tr(m) =0. 

(2) 

(3) 

Here K, K' and K 11 are numerical parameters 

and nzl, mu 

of leptons, 

respectively. 

and md are mass matrices 

u-type and d-type quarks, 

Equations (2) and (3) lead 

to a strong constraint on weak-mixing 

angles, which rejects9 l the six-quark 

model. Thus, we consider the case of 

four generations in this paper. 

It is convenient to use two component 

W ey 1 spinors, ~ and (, defined by 

(4) 

Then, the mass matrices of Eq. (1) is 

rewritten as 

(5) 

where ; or E=~iO""(;=* or(*). For 

M/;>m, the mass eigenmatrices in ;=_( 
space are given by approximately M and 

m 1M- 1m*. The nearly left-handed neu

trino, ('=(-:-O(m/M)g, therefore, re

ceives a small Majorana niass matrix as 

We take the mass matrix M = G' (X) 

diagonalized by the SUF(n) -gauge trans

formations. For an estimation of the 

neutrino masses, we simply assume that 

each component of (X) is of the same 

order of magnitude. The values of (X) 

can be determined4 l as (x)~O (107Ge V) 

by using the data on CP violation in KL 0 

-727r decay. 

We, then, obtain the following relation 

on neutrino masses from Eqs. (6) and (2): 

det m,,~[det m] 2det iW- 1 

= (K 2 I G') 4 [ det ml] 2det(x) _, 

(7) 

Here we have assumed the mass of fourth 

lepton, r', to be 102GeV. Unless (K 2/G') 

is too large, we can take all neutrino 

masses less than the cosmological upper 

bound. 10 l The result of (1(: 2 /G') ~0.1 may 

be compatible with recent data8 l on neu

trino oscillations. In our model, the 

smallness of neutrino masses mv is attrib

uted to mainly the large breaking of the 

horizontal SUF(n). 

If the transition elements in ml between 

the lighter leptons (e, f.J.) and heavier ones 

( r, r ') are fortunately small, we can have 

a prediction on mv, and mv v independently 

of the heavy lepton masses as, 

(8) 

for (!(: 2/G')~102 • Here vi denotes(/ (i 

= e, J1., · · ·) . Correspondingly to the case 

mv,mv "~0 (1 e Y 2), we also find rn,,m,,' 

~o (1 Me V 2) for rnr'~102Ge V, which is 

roughly consistent with the cosmological 

bounds.101 This possibility is more attrac

tive if there are several heavy leptons 

with masses of order 102Ge V. 

It is possible to extend our discussions 

to the ground unified models including 

horizontal symmetries. In some schemes 

of such unifications, the heavy Majorana 

masses of right-handed neutrinos are cor

related essentially with a breaking of the 

horizontal symmetries. For example, in 

an SOF(6) xS0(10) model with fermions 

<jJ = ( 4, 16) transforming as a spinor repre

sentation, a Higgs scalar X= (1, 126) has 

no Yukawa coupling to the right-handed 

neutrinos. The Majorana masses of the 

right-handed neutrinos are generated by 
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a Higgs X= (20, 126) which also breaks 
the horizontal SO p(6). The large Maio
rana masses are, therefore, related to a 
breaking of the horizontal group. 

In conclusion, we have demonstrated a 
possibility that the masses of some or all 
left-handed neutrinos are of order 1 e V. 
However, our numerical estimates are very 
crude admittedly because of great uncer
tainties concerning the mass matrices m 
and M. We expect high-precision experi
ments on neutrino oscillations to shed 
light on the subjects in this paper. 

We would like to thank R. ]. N. Phil
lips for useful discussions at Tohoku Uni
versity. 
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